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Remember: the next club meeting will be held  
at St Rumon’s club, on some Thursday during 2021! 

(hopefully!) 

Not the Photo Competition Winner 

There has been no photo competition since 
last February’s meeting but thanks very 
much to Tony Nelson for sending this photo 
of our favourite Bolshie Buzzard at 
Perranporth. 
Can anyone suggest an appropriate caption? 
The usual prize of an annual subscription to 
your favourite publication (no, not 
International Fashion Weekly –this one!) for 
the best suggestion. 
 



Trawling through past bulletins for content, I came across two nice articles. 
The first, from Andrew Hancock, may be interesting to people looking forward to being able to 
get back to flying in Europe. Piedrahita is a popular destination for pilots looking for big 
distances and big flying so Andrew’s article will either get you salivating and fantasising or it 
will scare the crêpes out of you, depending on your disposition. I know what it did for me! 
Unfortunately there are no photos as printer technology twenty years ago was a bit more 
primitive! 
The second article, from 1989, is from Rob Ings and will explain, for anyone interested, the 
origins of static winching in Kernow and recalls the gung ho attitude of the “older” pilots of 
the club in their youths. It’s also illustrated by a cartoon from the talented Roger Clewlow. 

 
Piedrahita, Avila, Spain, 
July 2003 
By Andrew Hancock 
 
The third day was the best. I took off at 
1.30pm and went straight down 10 minutes 
later to land at the intermediate landing 
field, half way up the hill. I was really 
annoyed as I looked up to see loads of 
gliders doing really well flying high above 
me, whilst I was grounded! Karl picked me 
up and I was whisked back to take off and in 
the air again by 2pm. 
Straight after taking off my wing suffered a 
70% collapse in some vicious thermic air 
just 60ft above the slope. Luckily it all 
popped out and reinflated almost instantly, 
saving me a nasty accident and allowing me 
to seek out that same nasty thermal to get 
me high. Several reasonable 4-6 up 
thermals to 3000ft ATO later, I glided along 
the ridge to arrive at a spur above 
Villafranca, where I was low and below take 
off height, desperately looking for more lift. 
The saving grace was an eagle thermalling 
nearby in a large, gentle bowl. I glided over 
and shared a weak, scrappy 2 up thermal 
with him, which turned into a 6 up later as 
we both rose to 4700ft ATO. I was now very 
high and able to decide whether I was going 
to try and beat yesterday’s distance over the 
pass or try to fly an out and return around 
the Piedrahita valley. 
I decided to fly around the valley for a 
change and headed off on glide to the large 
red and white painted TV transmitter located 
on the hill over the road from Villafranca, at 
the entrance to the pass. I lost 2000ft on 
glide but arrived still with over 2000ft height 
to play with. I stuck to gliding over the high 

peaks and ridges in the hope of connecting 
with another thermal. My wishes were 
granted as I entered an extremely strong 9 
up bullet thermal that wasn’t stopping for 
anyone. I cranked the wingtip into it and 
fought hell for leather to stick with this baby 
to cloud base. After just a few minutes of 
exhausting active piloting, trying to keep the 
wing under control, I made it up to 5900ft 
ATO! The air higher up here was noticeably 
colder and I started to shiver with fear and 
excitement! I now made the decision to glide 
out from the ridges on the sides of the valley 
and into the centre of the valley where I 
could see what looked like convergence 
clouds forming in a line above the river and 
main road. 
On arrival I could see the competition goal 
field beneath me and competitors’ gliders 
descending into it. I thought that even if I 
ended my flight now by losing height and 
going down there, I’ve already had a 
fantastic flight. But now the vario was 
indicating the first signs of lift after my long 
glide over the flat plain valley floor. Lift was 
everywhere and soon became much 
stronger. I decided not fight the lift and go 
down but venture on, as who knows when 
I’ll be in this situation again? Soon, the air 
was so strong and thermic that I was really 
flying by the seat of my pants just to control 
the wing. The vario was now screaming out 
so loud at such a high pitch that I knew this 
beast was serious! 
Above me was a big black cloud which was 
sucking me up at a rate of 1600 ft per 
minute…yes, a 16 up!! I just sat there 
focusing on the canopy, monitoring its 
internal pressure, checking the tips for 
deflations and the wing’s position above my 
head. It pitched forward as it does when you 
enter a thermal but this time it just stayed 
pitched forward for the whole ride to the top 



of this thermal! I screamed out loud, 
shouting for joy and crapping myself at the 
same time whilst I was catapulted skywards 
at such a rate that I became weightless at 
one point as my lines went slack due to my 
body catching up with the rising wing! I 
didn’t want to attempt normal 360 turns in 
this thermal as she was an animal not to be 
messed with, no mercy for fools. I suddenly 
adopted a new method of staying in the lift 
which I executed without thinking about it, 
as if I had done this a thousand times 
before. I knew the only way was up and that 
it would be messy to be spat out into the 
strong sinking air surrounding it, so I flew a 
straight course diagonally upwards until the 
vario screamed just a little bit less before 
throwing in a solid 180 turn to go straight 
back in on myself into the strongest core lift. 
I threw in several turns like this to stay in 
the thermal, going up in a zigzag fashion to 
a height of 6700ft ATO. 
I knew I could stay here and ride up into the 
cloud and probably through and out the top 
but believe me, after having nightmares 
about being sucked into cloud and hearing 
stories from pilots that have been, I didn’t 
want to experience it today. So I shot out of 
the thermal in one piece and glided on to the 
next cloud in the convergence line with one 
huge smile on my face! 
I was sooo cold that it was difficult to speak 
to my dad over the radio; my body was 

shaking with adrenaline and shivering with 
cold. This was REAL. Just me and my glider, 
high up under the clouds, floating in the vast 
void of space that surrounds us. I must be 
crazy! I glided on from cloud to cloud until I 
reached Piedrahita once more. This time I 
was not on the ground as earlier, but sat 
over 7000ft above it under yet more lifty 
clouds! I was in constant radio contact with 
dad, who was stood on take-off, looking out 
through the inversion haze, but he couldn’t 
see me through the haze. 
I could have glided on for another ten or 
fifteen kilometres beyond El-Barco or Santa 
Maria, but I decided to slowly lose height 
over the town, as by now I was tired and 
just wanted to come down. At this height I 
could stretch out my arm below and next to 
my harness and my hand would cover the 
whole town! Eventually, I had to 360 in sink 
to get down. 
In all, I flew for 4 hours 30 minutes, reached 
6700ft ATO 8700ft above the valley floor, 
11400ft ASL) and flown 34km around the 
valley using 16 up thermals. This had been 
my most amazing and incredible flight to 
date and holds many special memorable 
moments, especially thermalling with the 
eagle and sitting in the bullet under the 
black cloud. 
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There I was at two 
five…and smiling 
By Rob Ings 
Saturday 1st April 
The weekend started with plans to collect 
the South Devon winch from Bill Arkle’s 
house and take it to Smeatharpe to enable 
Jeff Hoer to give it a once over and to allow 
our winchmen to get some practice in while 
under supervision. 
Despite the abysmal weather, the five of us, 
Bill Scott, Graham Phipps, Graham May, Paul 
Dunstan and I set off. We reached Plymouth 
and Bill’s place with little trouble and after a 
phone call to the Condors we drove up to 
Smeatharpe. 
To cut a long story short, the weather never 
did improve, with fog and drizzle all the way 
there and back. However, the thing that 
impressed us all was just how many Condor 
pilots made the effort to turn up at the 
airfield, at least a dozen, despite fog that 
was as thick as a gasman’s mac. 
After a long drive home we all repaired to 
Graham’s place for an evening of beer 
tasting and culture. 
 
Sunday 2nd April 
A phone ringing somewhere dragged me 
from semi-consciousness and the dulcet 
tones of the Coad were hollering down the 
ol’ dog demanding to know why I was still 
asleep when it was a brilliant day and there 
were miles to be had from our newly 
acquired winch. No coherent excuses came 
to mind so I staggered towards the front 
door, stopping only to kiss the cat and pat 
the wife. 
The tow site was at Dave Bazely’s farm. 
Much of the conversation on the drive up 
was taken with speculation concerning the 
chances of getting some miles flown as the 
sky was gradually getting better and better. 
We all congregated at Brian’s for coffee 
before driving to the tow field and rigging. 
The wind was a light SW and although spirits 
were high, there was a definite air of 
apprehension about the place. During the 
preparations someone asked who was going 
to be first into the air, and from somewhere 
a voice, which sounded remarkably like 
mine, said “I’ll go first.” Damn, it was me! 

Before any towing could take place the 
winch had to be checked out, started up and 
the new cable fed on to the drums. But 
eventually things were ready. Oh good! By 
this time I was pacing around in an ever 
increasing state of tension, people were 
speaking to me as though they would never 
see me again. The final straw came when 
both Coady and The Pips admitted that they 
wouldn’t like to go first! 

With all checks completed I clipped on to the 
tow line and was ready. 
“Take up slack.” Everything went tight- 
including parts of my anatomy. 
“All out.” Too late to worry now, here we go. 
Because of the wind speed, the climb out 
was rather on the swift side but I managed 
to make my first release without any 
problem. However, on the winch, the sound 
of the release gave them cause for concern 
and they stopped the tow. I had 100ft to 
spare so I 360d back down to launch and 
landed ready for another go. I was 
determined that after getting this far I 
wouldn’t give up until I’d had a proper tow, 
so back to square one and the safety checks 
again. 
After a reassuring chat with Graham Phipps, 
I launched again and this time reached 750ft 
before the line went slack. I hadn’t realised 
but because of the wind strength it was 
possible to kite on the end of the tow and 
thus gain height, but after memories of the 
first tow I decided to release and see what I 
could find. What I found was quick in coming 
and in the form of a 7 up! 
A few gentle left hand 360s had me climbing 
away and drifting towards Wadebridge. 
Although my intention was to try for an XC 
from the outset, Pete passed a message to 
me over the radio telling me exactly what I 

Winching back then was popular! Look 
at the helmet queue 



could expect from Pips if I returned to 
launch. Not a chance. 
I climbed steadily, falling in and out of 
thermals, until I reached 2490ft. the views 
of the Camel estuary were fantastic and it 
was partly this and loss of concentration 
which resulted in me approaching the 
western side of the river with only 1000ft to 
spare. I picked out some suitable landing 
fields then started hunting around for some 
more lift. 
I’d noticed earlier that there had been some 
better looking clouds towards the north 
coast so I turned left and set off and after a 
few minutes was rewarded with a steady 4-5 
up which took me back to 2420ft. I was 
determined not to waste my opportunity this 
time and took time to explore the lift and let 
the wind drift give me the miles. 
In the past, after I’d lost my initial thermal, I 
would go blasting off downwind to get as 
much distance as possible, but today was 
different. I was happy, relaxed and enjoying 
every moment of the flight; if I lost the 
thermal I’d turn back upwind and wait for it 
to catch me up, and it worked. 
The next five or six miles were spent drifting 
lazily NE with the countryside spread out 
beneath me, it felt that I could go on like 
this forever, but soon it was decision time 
again. 
Ahead of me was a blue slot with more good 
looking clouds beyond and behind me were 
the clouds which had given me my ride so 
far. Should I risk jumping the gap or back 
track and try and regain the lift? Well, by the 
time I’d reached this stage of the flight I’d 
achieved a best height gain and flown 
further than I’d ever gone before, so I felt 
that I’d done well so why not risk it and try 
to jump the gap? Needless to say, it was the 
wrong decision and the rest of the flight was 
basically a downwind glide, relieved only by 
one small thermal which extended the flight 
by another mile. Still, as Bill always says, 
you never fly the perfect XC, so at least I 
won’t make that mistake again. 
The field I landed in was one of those which 
give landing fields a good name. In other 

words it was next to a pub! Once unclipped 
from my glider I promptly went berserk- 
what a flight: 50 minutes airtime for 12.32 
miles to Delabole and a personal best height 
gain of 2490ft. 
As I derigged, my eyes were continually 
scanning the sky for more kites but nothing 
came. 
I stored the glider beneath a hedge and then 
walked into the pub for a drink and to phone 
for a retrieve. When I got through to Chris 
Bazely she told me the winch had broken 
down just after I’d released and no one else 
had made it away! 
After chucking back a couple of scoops in the 
boozer, I settled down for a doze beside the 
road and waited for a retrieve and 
eventually Brian turned up and we made our 
way back to the farm. 
As we drove up through the fields to take 
off, we could see someone climbing out on 
the tow and we thought that the winch was 
back in action, but no, the winch turned out 
to be four straining lads running across the 
field. 
It turned out that after having no luck fixing 
the winch, it was decided to try hand towing, 
and amazingly Mark Seymour managed 
1250 ft! I was reliably informed by Dave 
Bazely later that he intends a tow launch 
from one of the horses from the Wild West 
Show just down the road from him! Watch 
this space for further details. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Cartoon by Roger Clewlow. Any resemblance to members present or past is entirely 
intentional. 


